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PRIZES

The Watson F. Blash Prize of six hundred dollars, for purchase or as an award. Awarded by the Committee on Painting and Sculpture of the Art Institute of Chicago.

1930 Henry G. Keller Winter Landscape
1931 André Deroy de Sagonac Interior
1932 Maurice Prendergast Yacht Race
1934 Edgar Miller Chickens
1935 Isaac Grunwald The Hand Organ, Cello

The Watson F. Blash Prize of four hundred dollars, for purchase or as an award. Awarded by the Committee on Painting and Sculpture of the Art Institute of Chicago.

1930 Gifford Beal Fishing Boats, Rockport
1931 George Grosz Street in Paris
1932 Heinrich Campendonk From Brittany
1934 Earl Hutter Chinatown at Night
1935 Aaron Bohrod Road in Puebla

William H. Tuthill Purchase Prize of one hundred dollars for a meritorious work in pure water color. Awarded by the jury of the exhibition.

1922 Clifford Addams Cottages in Wales
1923 George Elmer Browne Tetuan, Morocco
1924 John E. Contigan Boy with Goats
1925 Richard F. Lacey Parian Theatre
1926 Paul L. Gill Low Tide
1927 Pellicé Waldo Howell The Chef
1928 Leonard Richmond Old Houses, Verona
1929 Francis Chapin Sheltered Harbor, Rosecif
1930 Lloyd R. Jones The Artist
1931 William Sommer Portrait of a Boy
1932 George Schneller Confirmation
1934 Aaron Bohrod Division Street
1935 Constantine Poupoulis Landscape

NOTES

No member of the jury is eligible for any prize awarded by the jury.

Any material published on the artists represented in the exhibition will be found in the Ryerson Library.

For prices and information regarding works for sale in this exhibition, visitors are requested to apply to sales agent, Mr. Henri F. Guther, at the desk in Gallery 55. All checks must be made payable to The Art Institute of Chicago.
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THE ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO was incorporated May 24, 1879, for the "founding and maintenance of schools of art and design, the formation and exhibition of collections of objects of art, and the cultivation and extension of the arts of design by any appropriate means." The museum building upon the lake front, first occupied in 1893, is open to the public every week day from 9 to 5, Sundays from 12:15 to 8 p.m. Admission is free to members and their families at all times, and free to all on Wednesdays, Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays.

The School of the Art Institute consists of The Fine Arts Division, which includes Drawing, Painting, Sculpture, the Graphic Arts, and Teacher Training; and the Industrial Art Division, within which are the Departments of General Industrial Design, Advertising and Printing Design, Interior Architecture, and Architectural Sculpture.

The school includes a School of the Theatre, teaching dramatic technique in all its phases. Performances by the Acting Company of the School are given to members in the Kenneth Sawyer Goodman Memorial Theatre.

All those interested in the Art Institute are invited to become members. Annual Members pay a fee of ten dollars a year, or upon payment of one hundred dollars become Life Members and are thenceforth exempt from dues.

In 1919 the Trustees established the Sustaining Membership. This affords an opportunity to those who wish to make an annual subscription larger than the Annual Membership. Sustaining Members may pay any amount in excess of twenty-five dollars a year. All friends are urged to join this class of members so as to furnish the additional money which must be obtained to maintain the museum.

Governing Members are elected by the Trustees and are limited to two hundred and fifty. Upon the payment of four hundred dollars in addition to their initiation fee of one hundred dollars, Governing Members become Governing Life Members and are thenceforth exempt from dues. All receipts from Life Memberships are invested and the income only expended.

All members are entitled, with their families and visiting friends, to admission to all exhibitions, receptions, public lectures, and entertainments given by the Art Institute and to the use of the Ryerson Library and Burnham Library.

Visitors desiring to see the collections of the museum under guidance may make appointments with the museum instructors in Gallery 2.
CATALOGUE

AMERICAN INDIAN

SAN JUANITO GARCIA
  1 WARRIORS
MA-PE-WU
  2 BUCKING HORSES
  3 BUFFALO DANCERS
  4 BUFFALO HUNT
  5 CORN DANCE
  6 CEREMONIAL PROCESSION
  7 EAGLE DANCERS
  8 HUNTERS, TURKEY AND DEER
  9 PINE TREE CEREMONY
  10 ZUNI Hullah Winter Ceremony

JULIAN MARTINEZ
  11 DEER DANCERS

RICHARD MARTINEZ
  12 STAG AND DOE

MOTTISA
  13 MASK DANCE

QWQA PI
  14 RABBIT DANCE
  15 BUFFALO DANCE
  16 DEER DANCERS

77 DESIGN CEREMONIAL FIGURES
  17 SEVEN FIGURES
  18 SUN, KOSMARE AND LEAPING DEER
OTIS POLELCOTMA
  19 HOPI BUTTERFLY DANCE

JUAN CRUZ ROVIRA
  20 DESIEN, SUN AND EAGLE FEATHERS

TSE-VIE-MU
  21 CORN DANCE
  22 DEER DANCE

AWA TSHEEH
  23 BIRD
  24 BIRD

25 BUFFALO DANCER WITH DRUMMERS
  26 DRUMMERS
  27 DEER DANCERS
  28 DEER DANCERS
  29 KOSMARE AND TURKEYS
  30 MAN ON BLACK HORSE
  31 SNOWBIRD DANCE

THOMAS VIGIL
  32 BUFFALO DANCE

AUSTRIA

RENÉ D’HARNONCOURT
  33 ART LECTURE
  34 ELEGANT PEOPLE
  35 THE EMPEROR AND THE CONSORT
  36 THE GRAND TURK

EUGÈNE BERNARD
  37 LA BARRE DE BETHESDA

LOUIS CHÉRUVIN
  38 MONTEGRANDE, ST. CATHERINE
  39 ST. MALO, LOUGHE

HÉRMINIE DAVID
  40 HOUSE

JEAN DORVILLE
  41 DEAR, NOTRE DAME

SEZANNE DUCHAMP
  42 RAILROADS

CHARLES DUFOURNE
  43 GAY AND EYE DRIVEN FROM PARADISE

JEAN DUFOUR
  44 ORCHESTRA

45 EUGÈNE SCHIELE
  46 FIGURE

FRANCE

RAGUEL DUFY
  47 AT THE RACES

OTHEM FRIEDE
  48 VELLE, LITE

LUCIEN GENIN
  49 HOOTSHAM

MARCEL GROMAIRE
  50 WIGMAN’S ROAD

ROGER DE LA FRESNAYE (1885–1925)
  51 SIZZLE

EDY LÉGRAND
  52 WIG MERCHANTS

ANDRÉ LÉMOT
  53 SEATED XUDE

ANDRÉ OET KER
  54 BARON
No. 4. Buffalo Hunt

Ma-Pe-We, American Indian
JANE POPELEET (1878–1932)
58 ANTHEILOUS NEUR.

GEORGES ROUVART
56 DANCEUR
57 LAWYER

ANDRÉ DUNOYER de SEGONZAC
50 SAINT TROPEZ—MORNING

LUCIEN SIMON
60 WOMAN IN BLACK CAPE

MAURICE UTRILLO
61 THE VILLAGE OF VILLIERS-LANVERS
62 LANDSCAPE

ÉDOUARD VULLARD
64 WOMAN SITTING ON A SOFA

JULES ÉMILE ZINGG
64 FAIR

GERMANY

ANNOY
65 FLOWERS

GEORGE GRIZZ
56 ASSASSINATION
65 PARK CORNER
66 MARKET
67 MODEL
70 MORKO CASTLE
71 PIG KILLING
72 FEMALE

EMIL NOLDE
70 TULIPS

KARL SCHMIDT-ROTHLIUFF
80 PARK IN SPRING
81 WEINDRILL

WALTER M. SCHEITLER
62 NOVEM DAME

CONRAD WESTPHAHAL
53 LOVERS

RUDOLF JACOB
74 DANISH HOUSES
75 EMBAR IN DENMARK

GREAT BRITAIN

MURHEND BONE
67 ENTERING BOSBROVNIK
68 EVENING, CONSTANTINOPLE

GERALD L. BROOKHURST
59 REVUE

W. RUSSELL FLINT
66 RED ROCKS, KINGSVILLE
97 SNOW, BIZARRI, ARABAI, NEAR LOCH LONGORD

LAURA KNIGHT
64 FRIENDS
67 ON THE HIGH WIRE
68 A DAVIER

JAMES McNEY
59 BROOKLYN WATERFRONT
58 THE NEW BRIDGE

SEVILLE GATE, CARMONA

WINDING MARKET AT NIGHT

JOHN PIPER
100 SHELLS

P. WILSON STEGER
100 THE FUTT TREE

HOLLAND

WILLEM VAN DEN BERG
100 FARMERS
104 REAPERS

HUNGARY

EMIL LAHNER
100 LANDSCAPE
No. 50. Woman's Head
MARCEL GROMAIRE, FRENCH
ITALY
GINO SEVERINI
106 STILL LIFE

JAPAN
FUJI NAKAMIZO
108 BLACK CAT
109 LAKESCAPE
110 SCOUT

JUGOSLAVIA
YOYAN KADENKOVITCH
111 FORTRESS OF RAGUSA

MEXICO
MIGUEL COVARRUBIAS
112 BALINESE KAMPONG
113 MEXICAN WOMAN

PERSIA
A. K. V. HASSAN
114 MY BROTHER

ROUMANIA
ALPHONSE TAKAL
115 A PARK SQUARE

RUSSIA
PAVEL TCHELITCHEN
111 HEAD
112 SEATED FIGURE

SPAIN
FRED CIECENTON
113 ABSTRACTION
114 WOMAN ON BEACH

SWEDEN
ISAAC GRUNDWALD
115 AFTERNOON, COLIBRI
117 RAYSHER, BRAHNI
118 THE BEACH, BARRITZ
119 BEACH TENTS, EARLY MORNING, DIABITE
120 MOUNTAIN, ZAARIB
121 THE BLUE BOAT, COLIBRI
122 THE BLUE PERGOLA, CAZIL
123 CALM BEFORE STORM, ZARAS
124 CARMEN DE RONSON, ALMANS
125 CLIFF HOUSES, BOQUEBRUNE
126 CLIFF CLIFFS, ZARAS
127 DAWN, GRANDUA
128 EARLY THIE, ZARAS
129 THE EMPTY HOUSE, BOQUE-BRUNE
130 THE BLUE HOUSE, SERRA, NEVADA, GRANDUA
131 EVENTIDE, MALAGA
132 EVENTIDE, PROVENCE
133 FISHING BOAT, COLIBRI
134 THE FLUTTERING BATHROOM, CAZIL
135 IN A ROOM AND THE VINEYARD, COLIBRI
136 GLORIOUS EARTH, MALAGA
No. 72: Unemployed
George Grosz, Germany
UNITED STATES

GERTRUDE ABERCROMBIE
136 SHE AND I
138 IVAN ABEACHEFF
139 GIRL READING
JEAN CRAWFORD ADAMS
140 FARMYARD WITH FIGS
141 IVAN LILORRANIE ALBRIGHT
142 "ALL MY CHILDREN ARE GONE. MY CHILDREN ARE ALL GONE"
143 ALLISANDRO
144 STILL LIFE WITH APPLES
WILLI ANDERS
146 INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT
147 MKEWAKE RIVER SCENE
148 VILLAGE ALLEY
149 RIFKA ANGEL
150 YOUNG MOTHER SWEARING
EMIL ARMIN
151 IN THE VALLEY
ELEANOR ARNETT
152 THE STATUETTE
153 FLORENCE AUBER
154 SPRING-GARDEN BOQUET
155 ROBERT C. ATTERTON
156 THE GREEN DORY
157 CHAPUTTLE HILL
158 THE OCTOPUS
PEGGY BACON
159 LAUGHTON
160 RUHLE
161 LOUIS BOUCHER
162 STEWART BROWN
163 FAYS BROWN
164 ROYAL CUSTODEY
165 HAMMING TILES
166 THE GAMBLING LAMBS
167 LLOYD GOODRICH
168 EDWARD G. HARTFORD
169 LOUISE HEITSTROM
170 JAGUAR
171 THE PAPER HAT, ALASKA
172 BLUE RANGER
173 THE HARRY T. TOLEDO
174 THE WEATHER, TOLEDO
175 THE SEASONS, CALIF.
176 ST. PAUL
177 THE RAIN, ZARAGUZ
178 SLOWING STRAND, BOQUERUNA
179 STORMY WEATHER, CAJUZ
180 THE SUN BREAKING THROUGH, ZARAGUZ
181 THE RESTING PLACE, BOQUERUNA
182 TEMPEST APPROACHES, ZARAGUZ
183 WARM MORNING, TOLEDO
184 THE WEATHER, TOLEDO
185 THE WINDY BEACH, CAJUZ
186 THE YELLOW SUNSHADE, MAN.
187 THE YELLOW SUNSHADE, MAN.
188 THE YELLOW SUNSHADE, MAN.
189 THE YELLOW SUNSHADE, MAN.
190 REGINALD MAJOR
191 RENNY MORRIS
192 MRS.
193 KENNETH HAYES MILLER
194 THE NOGGY
195 MURDOCK PENDERTON
196 DAVIS PIPER
197 ROBERT R.
198 CARL SANDBERG
199 CHARLES SKEETER
200 UNKOWN WOMAN
201 CARL VAN DOREN
202 THE WANDERLUST
203 PETER WATSON
204 BOB WATSON
205 THE YEARNING
JOHN BAILEY
206 BABY NIGHT
LAFORCE: BAILEY
207 BRINGING HOME THE GROCERIES
208 MAKING BEATY
209 HUNTING, PROVENCETOWN
LAURA BANNON
210 KITCHEN STOVE
211 ILLUSTRATION
JOHN BAKER
212 ON THE BEACH
HERBERT BARNETT
213 ON AT TOLEDO
LESTER BUALL
214 PAULINE
PEGGY PAVUR RECK
215 WASH
KENNETH BICKER
216 THE FOUR PILGRIMS OF DEGENCY
DAVID BEKKER
217 WEDDING CEREMONY
HILDE BELCHER
218 ANN
ROFF BEMAN
219 SNOW
No. 95. On the High Wire

LAURA KNIGHT, Great Britain
No. 155. The Paper Hat, Alaxis
ISAAC GRÜNEWALD, Sweden
ELISE DONALDSON
206 GRACE CROSSING, CHICAGO

MILTON DOUGHERTY

RAYMOND BAXTER DOWDEN

ELIZABETH H. DRIGGS
259 LANDSCAPE
308 SEA SERPENT 1946

GYV FENE D. B. BOS
301 GAMING TABLE

BRIGGS Dyer
305 MAN KILLING

EMMETT EDWARDS
304 TIGER AND GULLS UNDER BROOK. LYN BRIDGE

DOROTHY EINER
308 JIM

SYBIL EMERSON
306 THIRD AVENUE

GEORGE PEARCE ENNIS
305 SUNSET SHADOWS

EDGAR EWING
309 DAUGHTERS OF ASIA

DEAN FENWICK
306 NUDE

LOUIS G. FERSTADT
307 BLUE AND GOLD

ERNEST FIENE
401 VILLAGE OF MURRAY HAVEN

SYDNEY G. FOSUM
301 BAKSUM CLUB

FRANCES FOY
301 TERILUNES

HANS FOY
304 LANDSCAPE—ROCKPORT

KARL FRIE
305 AEROSPACE
310 FANTASIA

RUTH FURRER
317 VILLAGE BELLE

JOHN PUTZERNECK
401 LANDSCAPE IN PENNSYLVANIA

EMIL GANSLO
309 MONTMORRASSE

WALTER GARDNER
301 DRAWINGS

MARJORIE S. GARFIELD
322 ST. JOHN’S CHAPEL, RAIMMOND MUSEUM

ROBERT FRANKLIN GAYES
321 CHESTNUT BLIGHT

MARGUERITE GAUDIN
306 SENT MILL

D. PENNER GELB
327 CAFE AND NEARBY
336 SEASCAPE ALONG

THE WHITE VASE

MARGARET GEST
407 THE MOON

EDMUND GIESEBERGER
301 DRAWING

MAY H. GILRUTH
302 DRAWING No. 5

WILLIAM J. GLACKENS
305 CAFE
304 FIGURE

GENE GLENN
405 STREET SCENE

VINCENT GLINSKY
306 THE MUNICIPAL BARTHES

JOE GORTHE
307 THE OLD MILL

MINNETA GOOD
508 THE SWIMMING HOLE

SAMUEL GREENBERG
309 PORTRAIT OF CAT MOUNT

EARL C. GROSS
508 AN OLD WAGON

JOHN GROTH
505 COMPOSITION No. 5

MALCOLM E. HACKETT
302 COURTSHIP

V. M. S. HANDEL
305 WINTER REST

MARIAN D. HARRELS
304 COPPER JUG

A. J. HAUGEN
305 MORRIS

JOSEPH HAUSER
304 ASHLAND TEXTILE MILLS
305 CHARLES WAGGINS

W. EMERTON HEALAND
305 AFTERNOON REST

305 PROCESSION ON THE BEACH
306 ROAD IN THE TUNES

RALPH HENKIN
305 KAM

HARRY HURING
305 BRIDGE TERRACES

MARGARET W. BIRCHMAN
305 GUESTS LAKE—WINTER

STEFAN HIRSCH
306 AERIALIS
305 HOODOO
No. 192. Allure
PEGGY BACON, United States
EMIL HOLZHAUER
226 FROM A BROOKLYN WINDOW
257 MOOD CENTER
258 VILLAGE KIDS

CHARLES HOPKINS
259 MOUNTAINS AT CONTINA

EDWARD HOPPER
260 THE BOX CAR
261 HOUSE ON FAMET RIVER

EARLE HORTER
262 PIGSKIN COVE
263 RICKFORD
264 ROCKPORT HARBOR

LOWELL HOUSER
265 TROPICAL SCENE

KENNETH G. HOW
266 THE COVE

EMANUEL JACOBSON
267 TWO HORSES

EDGAR W. JENNEY
268 HIGH STREET
360 ST. JOSEPH’S CHURCH

LEE JERREMS
269 BARNYARD

EDWIN BOYD JENKINS
270 FRESCO
271 INDUSTRY

HARRY DONALD JONES
312 SEVERNA BREAKFAST

LOYD K. JONES
313 DR. DOBB

BERNARD KARFOL
874 SEATED FIGURE

CAMILLE ANDREINE KAUFFMAN
211 P. W. A.

HENRY G. KELLER
213 A DOWNTOWN COMPANY

ROCKWELL KENT
221 UNDERRAIL
228 HELIKA

EDMUND KINZINGER
238 WINDOW ON THE BAY OF CAMELIAS

JUNE KNADEL
240 YELLOW SCARF

LEON KROLL
241 NUDIE ON COUCH

MAX KUEHN
242 ROCKPORT

MARY LABOTTEAUX
243 SINDA
244 SAMBUCKET BOCCO
245 SOUK GRAPE

RICHARD LAHEY
246 RYE YARDS
247 PUFTY FINE
248 RUTH BUNTING

JAMES LENTINI
260 MEAD AND STREET
261 NAVY PIER

MICHAEL LEONE
262 CUT AND COVER; SUBWAY CONSTRUCTION

HAYLEY LIVER
263 MAINEHEAD No. 1
264 WEST CALLOW, NEW JERSEY

HARRY LEVIT
265 HEAD

FRANK LIEBMAN
266 CAFE
267 INDIAN PIPES
268 TRIUMPH

CHARLES LOCKE
269 VERMONT LANDSCAPE

WARD LOCKWOOD
260 MY STATUE
262 TURK OF TAPS

WALT LOUDERBACK
263 MOUNTAINS AT LENCH—MOUNTAINS OF ANDORRA
264 MY SON VISITS THE COUNTRY
265 NEW TELEPHONE EXCHANGE, ANDORRA

REAGINALD MARSH
266 FROM THE BRIDGE

CHARLES J. MARTIN
268 LANDSCAPE

ANTONIO P. MARTINO
269 GLoucester Harbor
266 SUNFLOWERS

HENRY McCARTER
268 MISSION No. 1
269 TENDENCIES

DAVID MACOM
268 CHAMBERLAIN
269 GINNIE ISLAND
261 ROAD BUILDERS

G. L. MCDONALD
269 DEEP

HENRY LEE McFER
269 INTRODUCE

EVERETT C. McNEAL
269 FARM COMPOSITION
269 SAN GREGORIO

WILLIAM C. McNEW
269 CIRCUS DAY

Barse MILLER
268 THE GIVE, CORONA DEL MAR
No. 245. Cotton Pickers
THOMAS BENTON, United States
No. 288. Composition No. 2
Julio de Diego, United States
HELEN SAWYER
461 LAVISTA
SAUL SCHARY
462 SOUVENIR OF GAYLORDSVILLE
EDMUND G. SCHILDKREICH
493 THEIR HOUSES OF STRAW
IL. R. SCHNAKENBERG
464 THE WOODS
GINA SCHNAURER
465 NEW MEXICO LANDSCAPES
GEORGES SCHREIBER
466 RACE TRACK
HAROLD SCHULTZ
467 AT THE END OF THE RIVER
WILLIAM S. SCHWARTZ
468 STEEL PLANET
GERTRUDE SCHWEITZER
469 A PILGRIM
470 TWO RIDING
CHARLES SIBLEY
471 GERS DANCE
ZOLTAN L. SEPESY
472 PROMENADE DECK
CHARLES SLEDGER
473 FELINE FELICITY
GERRIT V. SINCLAIR
474 SIDE
JACOB GEITLAR SMITH
475 CHRISTMAS TREE
476 FANTASY
ETHEL SPEARS
477 MERRY-GO-ROUND
BEN STAHL
478 CHICAGO'S BACKYARD
JOHN F. STENVALL
479 COLD NIGHT
508 TOWER TOWN COURT
MAURICE STERNES
480 MANSAY
KATHARINE H. STURGIS
481 GLOUCESTER
ROBERT BRUCE TAGUE
482 SAGESTUCK
JULIA THICCA
484 FOUR ROSES
TROMA
485 BROAD CHANNEL
HERBERT B. TSCHUDY
360 ROLLING CLOUDS
ELLA VAN DYKE
267 LANDSCAPE
305 LYNX G. E. WORKS
306 WELLFLEET, MASSACHUSETTS
STEYVESANT VAN VEEN
310 SCRAP FLEET
JOSEPH VAVAK
311 CHRISTMAS TIDE
EMANUEL VIVIANO
313 CATHEDRAL
MILLEDEE WALTERS
314 COMPOSITION
ALFRED J. WANDS
315 THE HOODOOS
CADDY WELLS
316 PIJONIQUE CIRCLE
RUSSELL W. WEST
317 MID-AUGUST, PROVINCETOWN
VERA WHITE
318 STILL LIFE
JOHN WHORF
319 APRIL
320 THE LIZARD
REGINALD WILSON
321 LIGHTING THE PIPER
ROBERT JAY WOLFF
322 SNOOK VALLEY FARM
MOLLY WHEELER WOOD
323 FROM THE COTTELLE
CHARLES H. WOODBURY
324 THE BAYE BOER
DENNY WORTMAN
325 HOPEY DICK AND THE DUKE
JAMES COUPER WRIGHT
326 STIL LIFE
FREDERICK YOST
412 GLOUCESTOWN
327 MANTULI MUSEUM
MAHONRI YOUNG
328 MONTCLAIR HOSPITAL
309 EXCAVATION
328 ROUSE LEE
329 ROAD MENDERS, PARIS
WILLIAM ZOBACH
330 VIEW OF BATH, MAINE
MELFORD ZORNES
139 WHERE THE RANCHES END
No. 252. Road in Peoria
Aaron Bohrod, United States
The Watson F. Blair Prize of Four Hundred Dollars
No. 436. Winter in Kansas
F. Pauley, United States
No. 257. Old Houses in Winter

CHARLES BURCHFIELD, United States
No. 260. Manhattan at Night

ADOLF DEHMS, United States